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Birth & Death trigger a satori
How many people are in our lives? �e encountered must still 
be a fraction of the number of stars in the heavens. A trivial 
amount. �e grand number of stars in our sky is likely closer to 
the count of individuals we will never meet.

But still, measuring one’s history doesn’t depend upon the total of 
people known or unknown. �ere are multiple Orpheuses seeking 
loved ones captured by Hades: those taken willingly, by mad-
ness, by disease vectors, by some short impulse mistaken for long 
lasting choices clipped by seconds—all those imagined journeys 
trying to locate a spot for entering a place unknown at the start, 
at birth. �at portal place is truly an ironic exit from the sadness 
in wanting a capture-and-return and from an underworld’s clutch 
in order to re-savor the once known. Ah, Hades rules the bio-
logical clock to make all journeys one way, no di�erent than the 
little telomeres at the end of cell’s DNA losing each bread crumb 
of path from whence we all came and will go. Less and less wind-
ing down, shortening the body stature, reducing the strength. �e 
agility and the resilience are the wither.

But still, the gods or DNA propel us forward in time as we swim 
the seconds from our start. Tick tock. Despite the grim �nality, be-
ing alive to one’s own enlightenment is the sensuous birth of the 
wonder of vision.
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A Place of Unfamiliar Beauty

Left: Sister Judy with our father Armando and the Pan Am
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Traveling alone is a recognition of internal reliance 
without speaking it. Traveling south to El Salvador was 
not a dream of my youth. It was not forbidden, just not 
possible. �e grandparents were a tabula rasa of possi-
bilities. �eir empty scribe and no encouragement were 
more the rule of answers to What if.  I wanted to venture 
beyond the �at prairie; their indirect discouragement was 
understood from the �rst days in Illinois and then more 
on a cognitive & verbal level as a late teen. I was lucky 
though. I want to say this phrase like Charlie Mingus 
with Joni Mitchell. “I was luc-k-y-,-ma-n.” His gravelly, 
older voice arguing about how old he really is a phrase 
that predicted my own life.

My luck arrived in the 1960s. It was a great era of explo-
ration, of �nding yourself. I turnstiled in some academic 
work and then, in my twenties, was entranced with im-
age-making. Making images was a path to quieting my 
verbal mind. I knew people and their micro-�exure of 
sincere love, internal resistance, sense of reality, phero-
mone attraction, hesitant denials, and all those pieces in 
the jambalaya of how people show themselves. I knew this 
from an early age. We were on the train from New Or-
leans to Mattoon, Illinois after being in El Salvador and 
my �ve-year-old attention was on coloring. I colored the 
tracks brown and my grandmother corrected me to say 
tracks are steel; they are gray. I pointed to the rusted tracks 

out the Panama Limited northward gallop. “Yes, but I see, 
my dear grandmother. I believe these eyes.” Not the voice 
of my little kid self, but certainly the feeling of a 20-year-
old looking back as I told others of how vision came to be 
so important. So 14 years later, I moved to making images, 
�nding peers in making images, �nding muses to feed the 
make-and-do of my purpose.

Seeing and traveling are an ease. A comfort that also 
comes from the grandparents. I always knew they sup-
ported me within their sense of who I was in their house. 
I don’t think they thought about how an artist grows 
through stages; I don’t think they had words for this con-
cept of change during life. And they ordained me not to 
change much but achieve consistency in all things. Do not 
be wily to one and smart with another or conniving with 
a few to be in advantage. Consistency was a primary goal. 
One example is easy to see through all my work: �gure 
ground is the central pivot of many images. My work as 
a physician was also �gure ground. I could see a person 
in a context. I could make an image which generally has 
a tension in between. Between colors, shapes, or contexts 
of a and b. And there is the question of consistency versus 
growth: did I grow or was I just doing the same thing over 
and over? Someone else will answer that. You, the reader, 
may ponder that here among this volume of visits to my 
birthplace, El Salvador. Down South.

Arriving in November 2002 the wall of humidity 
hit the body much like the dark black and blue sky. 
Yellow vapor lights shining on the short Salvador-
ians waiting for returning relatives from a distant 
place. My mother’s own pen said ‘HOT’ as a New 
Orleans’ arrival and prelude to her �rst footsteps on 
the isthmus. �e El Salvadorans dutifully lined up in 
the night’s heat. Waiting for all to enter the sidewalk 
from the air-conditioned airport without a hint of 
sweltering heat and humidity. Soon, within a step 
outward, the taxi man without sweat stains said my 
name. No gringos on this �ight other than one. 

Mi Salvador

Knowing the Buried Unfamiliar
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Above & following:  Marilyn’s 1st �ight, stopover in      
       Merida & Guatemala City on way to El Salvador

As said: Arrival at night. Greenish �uorescent lighting. Dull �at lighting. 
�e city in smog with a layer of diesel fuel atmosphere was dull, the garbage 
on the street was a de�nition of litter in its own right.  �e taxi route was dark 
underpasses. It could have been Newark or Detroit in the 60s. It could have been 
any littered city around the world at night. Strong shadows and deep blacks 
with no �gure grounds. 

The �rst trip is shedding. �e �rst steps in El Salvador are colonial shoes walk-
ing among the many unknown places searching for familiarity. No head space or 
active cognition, the �rst sacred disposition of the DNA is to save and reproduce 
oneself. But the underlying condition for that perpetration is place. And in 2002, 
yes, I was the colonial visiting a 1952 buried, hesitating memory. And I started 
with the place down south. 
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�at �rst morning was lit up. Nothing like daylight in any city. I was 
leaving out the door before the hotel employees entering and making 
busy in the kitchen of the courtyard table and chairs. But I was not up 
before the teen bread-sellers. Beyond the night’s con�nes, the day’s 

claustrophobia was the wires, spiny and electri�ed, the hydrocar-
bon smog banding the horizon, curtaining the distance and the 
walls, de�ning public spaces and places as simply, You are on the 
outside. My hometown says an indi�erent, diesel Welcome.
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Places of Inheritance

Left: M Beside Herself, Photo Fiction of Marilyn as a preteen 
        and older Marilyn showing possible pregnancy
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Left: Fox Ridge State Park, Illinois:  Jerry, Mary, Judy, & Clyde, circa 1956

Down South is an idea. One I didn’t know I didn’t know in 
my youth even though it was a phrase I described growing 
up in Illinois and not being raised in Illinois— I was raised 
Down South for the �rst �ve years before arriving North in Il-
linois. And I really meant Down South, Central America Down 
South. 

Sunday after church in Illinois was a time during grade-school 
we often went to Fox Ridge State Park. It is along the Embarras 
River (/embra/ EM-brah), which is a �ow down towards the 
equator into the Wabash, which itself is sandwiched between 
the Indiana and Illinois borders, only to �ow further south into 
the Ohio on its way to the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. 
�e waters are still separated from El Salvador by one coun-
try, mostly Honduras. I want you to know as a child I took the 
train along the Mississippi River only to then �y farther south 
over the Gulf of Mexico. I remember the derrick rig lights as the 
Pan Am propeller planes brought me to El Salvador and back to 
America multiple times before I turned �ve years old.

I knew New Orleans was south of Illinois. I knew the globe had 
an up and a down when I was in second grade. I asked, where 

is El Salvador? I wore a serape for show and tell. I am not sure 
if it was from El Salvador— the colors when I found it as a 
teenager reminded me more of Mexico. It disappeared while I 
was in college. Or afterward. �e globe taught me the top of the 
world— although now with our perspective of seeing the earth 
from the moon, the world up or down is a bit meaningless. Tilt 
of the earth has importance from the orientation of the sun, 
moon and north pole but who really knows how to think of 
north as being the top of the planet. �e earth’s pitch of bun-
dled light tells us autumn, summer, spring winter, Connecticut, 
Canada, Ontario, Colorado in the springtime and El Salvador. 
Back to Down South.

�e we were my sister, two years older, and my maternal 
grandparents. My grandmother would pack up a Sunday lunch 
in wicker baskets and cardboard boxes for our Sunday dinner 
at Fox Ridge park. �e Embarras River ran through it. �ere 
was a makeshift dam there and a blu� facing south. �e blu� 
was either cut from the edge of the northerly Wisconsin mo-
raine grinding or that the river simply cut into the earth. We 
had Sunday-made fried chicken most often at the edge of the 
picnic area by one of the trails down to the river. Toads skipped 
one hop at a time and got caught; we worried about warts. 
�e toads were brown as earth and dead leaves, warts on their 
backs. We ran down the trail with warnings from my grandfa-
ther that it was harder coming back up. And it was. �e trail 
descended down and one could not see the horizon nor the blu� 
above. �e brown-gray-water showed itself and there was no 
beach or sandy bar here. Just the terminus of land meeting wa-
ter. Dense small trees at the shoreline made it di¯cult to paral-
lel the river and the hikers behind us turned around as we did 
after, staring at the river with us, trying to wait a moment or 
two to see if it moved its muddy opacity.

Back up the trail, we packed the remainder or carried the wick-
er basket to the car. Sometimes we would drive a little more into 

the park and stop. It was here perhaps higher than the picnic 
blu� but not by a lot that I understood the compass. We would 
get out and the light of the afternoon came through the trees 
and one could see miles down south. I was from there, Down 
South. If I kept walking, I could get there. Somewhere through 
the trees toward the sun shining back at us. I had no idea what 
there was. Heat, humidity, soldiers, volcanoes, co�ee, pregnant 
women in dirt shacks, sweating generals, �ghting families, 
Spanish hauling �sh in nets. �ese things were not in my 
mind; I was a kid with simple boxes of thoughts, separate and 
unconnected. It was not allowed to speak of Marilyn my moth-
er, who was simply dead without a story of becoming dead. Just 
gone, dead down south. No box of thoughts to open and see the 
�eshier story of how she died, why she died, why we didn’t. No 
recognition of dead, no totems to revere. A passive family dead 
silence. My sister said, don’t ask. We were standing by the for-
sythia bush in the backyard and it was one of the few times I 
followed her advice about keeping a forced contentment. I think 
there must have been a fear of being evacuated to somewhere 
else. Some fantasy of walking south from Fox Ridge produced 
the same result as her command. 

We sat sometimes looking at the sun. We measured how many 
�ngers high was the sun from the horizon. We left before the 
sun sat on the line between earth and sky. It was still rever-
ent, as if it were setting for us. Apes re�ecting on day-to-night 
transitions. I remember inquiring how many miles it was to El 
Salvador. Many. More than walking a couple of days. I would 
then remember the Gulf.

We would �y over the Gulf of Mexico from New Orleans to 
somewhere, Yucatan, perhaps for refueling. And then the next 
leg. �e lights from the derricks were down below. I, now much 
older, remember seeing them and remember my scrapbook of 
the Pan Am aircraft falling into the water (1956). �e Gulf 
Water. I created a scrapbook of a Life magazine account of sav-

ing people in the Gulf. A confrontation that the grandparents 
must have understood I needed to know and record this tragic 
event, this potential life-threatening occurrence— but avoided 
in my life. �e real tragedy of the household of my mother’s 
death was not a Life magazine scrapbook to be created, shown, 
revisited, recounted. It was a downed plane silently plunging 
through stratospheres into the Gulf.

O� the Pan Am in New Orleans and awaiting the train 
north: I would remember the time this was told to me.  �is 
is a question of memory versus the story told. I was in one of 
the wooden clad elevators at the Roosevelt Hotel and wanting 
to cling to some man with black hair. My grandmother was 
amused at the incident of my wanting a father-like �gure 
in this transition from El Salvador to Illinois or vice versa at 
age 3. It amused her and we were to be amused that we were 
children with little sense or reality, despite children possessing 
small aliquots of the real world. Ah, never mind the confusion 
of who’s who dead or alive in elevators or in countries. Some-
how this transition allowed her to recognize that I had visual 
connections to those non-Caucasians.  As though where we 
were going in the middle of Illinois, there were no people like 
me. I was truly the little brown boy. I think her humor allowed 
her a stopping zone where the smile of comedy prevents that 
next step of tragedy. �espis, know thyself. I later learned that 
humor was a knife-edge away from pathos.

But the Embarras River moved at a dying pulse. It obviously 
picked up the pace down south and di�used into the Mississip-
pi on to the Gulf of Mexico. My locked-away emotion would 
hardly let me think I would be walking a pace toward El Sal-
vador; I imagined some pole on my shoulder, some red bandan-
na swaying with a sandwich.

Goin’ south, going Down South. �e car ride back west from 
Fox Ridge with its bridge over the Embarras and its plaque 
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Above: Mary Henley Owings, July 1977 
with Lava Butte, Oregon background 1996

which our grandmother repeatedly pointed out in how to spell 
the river’s name brought us back to Mattoon. It was good to be 
home even though the scene though the trees and dotted sun 
from the path to El Salvador faded soon from the day-to-day. 
But the remembrances of looking southward occurred from the 
decade to decade.

I saw no volcanoes from Illinois other than the ones in the 
breakfront. �is family’s large piece of furniture had some 
things from our El Salvadorian father, Armando. I got his 
name, his sense of Peter Pan, relationships, his inability to be a 
father to anyone. But we had a couple of gift books featuring 
Holland where he bought pesticides and plants as Minister of 
Tropical Medicine for El Salvador. �ere were some real pho-
tographs of volcanoes from a plane’s aerial view; there was 
a transparency �lm box containing slide photographs dated 
in the 1950s showing lava �owing. But the images and facts 
began �lling in details: I am from El Salvador, there is a string 
of volcanoes through the country; it is about the size of Rhode 
Island. �at seemed to be enough to tell people of Mattoon. 
Most people had no globe reference. Knowing south made no 
di�erence but it somehow was absolutely concrete and integral 
with knowing the sun’s position at four pm or maybe three in 
the afternoon from these moments in Illinois. But mostly the 
matrix N-S roads showed a possible vector down south to Sal-
vador, mi Salvador. Unknown but knowing was just a compass 
point’s direction.

Knowing where I am was always knowing the place in 
relation to cardinal points. North of this street or in the val-
ley between Portugal and Spain or the I-95 near Short Beach, 
CT. �e beauty of a constant North is important. Directions 
saying turn right is simply less than turn South or East. And 
estimating how far what was visible extruded from this Em-
barras overlook was that concrete literal step of de�ning here 
and the southern geographic globe. Later as a 7-year-old kid 
we took the California Zephyr westward train and then an 
even older we went on a westward ho trip driven in the baby 
blue Lincoln Premiere to California along old Route 40. Sim-
pler steps to how far and what direction. Heading west several 
days in a row and observing the turn of track or road along the 
west compass direction taught me light’s constant left shoul-
der bearing despite its changing angles of incidence from hour 
to hour. And sun rays striking  inside onto the dome car seats 
just as hard as it did on the west’s new mountains far away. It 
brought questions— how far is that mountain, can we walk to 
those pine trees? And then being in the back seat of the car was 
even closer to the mountains and seeing the perpendicular roads 
heading to the mountains’ steep edges by an in�nity perspective 
gave a little hint of how far the earth uplifts were from Route 
40. And still the wanderlust statement— let’s go there, it’s not 
too far!— just fell on deaf ears. At least a car could turn north 
where the train was only headed west. But the underlay of pro-
hibition of aiming the car north from my grandfather’s mental 
prescription of west destination was the regimen. Never satis-
�ed. So, I was preset to accommodate that lust ever more.

Blue of the �ag and sky. �e blue is a constant in all our 
lives. My image of my grandmother in her light blue suit was 
triggered by the blue sky and clouds over Lava Butte in Oregon. 
And it is the land of Oregon that touches me with the land of 
my birth. �e pictures were on a photo paper that had a surface 
irregular and textured. �e images were aerial of several vol-
canoes. Nothing on the verso to tell date, photographer, etc. But 
the quality was good and consistent with imagery produced by 
a Rollei 21/4. I once saw this camera hanging around the neck 
of my father in an old photograph. So perhaps a connection 
on the other hand prompted a masked association connected 
to Armando, the father, the photographer. Nevertheless, the 
blue background signals much and many visions to me of blue 
surround landscapes of mind and eyes. �e Lava Butte and 
grandmother image fuses the internal memory of her in that 
suit with the external wakening that Oregon is volcanic as is 
the land of my birth. El Salvador’s Joya de Ceren, an antiquity 
uncovered beneath a corn�eld, shows 13 layers of volcanic sky-
ward borne ash over centuries. My hikes in Oregon ingrained a 

love of ravines, vistas, �ow of blue waters within the arid high 
desert. It was a revelation of connection to travel to ES some 
50 years later and see the black pumice spewed on Salvadoran 
beach shores similar to the Oregon black Lava Butte surface. It 
was the same. Climbing toward the blue sky along the spines 
near Angel’s Rest or the Newbury Caldera and Crater Lake 
rims always had ceilings of blue. �is added a compartmental-
ization of blues and volcanoes in two parts of the Americas and 
my life span. Perceptual defenses kept these Salvadoran-Oregon 
experiences so separate. My visits broke down the boundaries 
which kept these parallel visions of child and mid adult seques-
tered for so many decades.

�e El Salvadoran �ag’s blue captured me early, perhaps second 
grade. �e corn and soybean lands of Illinois have the primary 
green color adjacent to the blue 1/3 of the color wheel. But the 
yellows and browns of the clay and the dried earth of the high 
desert or repose of pumiced mountain slope angles seem the con-
trast I see.
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Blue. Paci�c blue is dense; Gulf blue is sandy turquoise to 
green blue. Gulf as metaphor, as geology, as distance, as a wa-
tery bridge crossing without Cerberus or the River Lethe. Even 
though I worked with black and white �lm and prints for a 
decade long, I knew which blue would give me a better gray for 
skies. I knew using a polarizer’s action to produce the blue to a 
solid photographic zone 4 tone along grey scale. (Note: the Zone 
System treats re�ected light in 10 steps from zone 1 black mini-
mum to zone 10 white minimus white details)

Our little clay �gurines had that intense blue on the covers 
capping the sculptures within the sorpresas which my mother 
brought as gifts to her parents. �e sorpresas were kept in the 
towering breakfront in the living room in Illinois. It stood on 
the south wall next to the entering door. �e importance to an 
anthropologist would be its position in relation to the door and 
to all those who entered. My grandmother had all her books 
which she had reviewed for the book club in this furniture. 
Unfamiliar government men: I had no idea who they were. 
Secretary of States, Economists. United Nations �gures. Men 
only. �ese men were the volumes who formed the book report 
fodder. Yet there was a singular Pearl Buck book and a book 
of Holland which my father—the real El Salvadorian—had 
brought back from his work in the Netherlands for El Sal-
vador. All the other books were elsewhere on shelves in other 
rooms. Aside the �replace were the grocery store special Funk 
and Wagnall’s and the Britannica encyclopedias sitting in built 
in shelves. �is shelf length volume signals their inclusion 
within the house’s foundation. 

My father’s jaunt to Holland was true and con�rmed in 2002 
when I inquired about what job my father had at the public 
records building in Santa Tecla. I had gone to a huge multisto-
ry building west of El Salvador with grounds as manicured as 
possible in that decade. I met a woman who researched Arman-
do Zelada, an employee of the Government. She brought out a 
ledger and told me he was Director of Tropical Medicine during 

the late 50s/60s. He had two assignments, one to Holland and 
one to Brazil. He was a liaison to learn about insecticides/pesti-
cides and perhaps medicinal treatments. (He was a pharmacist).

�e brown box of soft racism was known to me early on. My 
grandmother had mimeographed drawings and a line under-
neath each graphic. I was to write the word underneath each 
drawing with letters all the same height and in somewhat an 
equality distribution along that line naming the object. It was 
de�ning; it was the science of operational de�nition. Pictures 
included: Lawn mower, bike, cat, boy, �re, cloud, truck. We grew 
in language; someone else’s language. My grandmother used 
her white cards from leg stocking packaging. �is card stock 
about 6 by 8 inch was perfect for two weeks’ worth of spelling. 
She kept them in the main drawer of the kitchen. She would 
pull them out and say Spell Chicago or Spell California. Of 
course, there was an earlier version of confused homophones, 
such as there and their, which are spelled how? �e endeav-
or to put things exact, put things into boxes or proper content 
started early on. And I remember an adjacent confusion about 
my name being so di�erent. And yet there was a handy mid-
dle name, Jerry, that �t all Illinois occasions. It was a relief 
valve. Spelling Armando let alone Zelada was a simple verbal 
transaction. And the greater de�nition outside the box of Just 
a name, of Where did you get that name? did not surface with 
Jerry. It was unsaid. I presume Judy my sister had more dif-
�culty in translation as she had to de�ne herself outside the 
Mattoon community even earlier in her consciousness. She was 
already repeating the new wave of introduction of who, where, 
when and why she was a brown girl in a white world. I was 
entranced by her. I did not break new waves; I was the sec-
ond wave’s crest, the brown girl’s brother. People had no need 
to inquire; I had a known history, some association of being 
brown. And it wasn’t terrible for me to be in the brown box. 
My apartness may have assisted my being able to view things 

with a freshness in that separation. I was evolving, discovering 
the who, what, when and why of my own origin in this brown 
box— but oh, so slowly over decades.

The Armando is the father. I am another namesake. I have 
a nephew who is one more. Not completely sure we stand as 
fatherly role models or males or just for Armandos. My father 
migrated to Corona, NY USA in the 1960s. Before the story 
returns to one of the staccato chapters of his son, I did meet 
him at Marlboro Books in 1968 near NYC Library. We talk-
ed of philosophy, Plato and the like— he was reaching out. I 
rescinded my e�ort once again and deferred more contact. It was 
only a telephone number, not even an invitation to a house or 
apartment or a meal. Jumping to the 2002 encounter with his 
last wife, I realized not then but some years later, he was in a 
safe community with his last Colombian wife. He didn’t as-
similate as I had growing up in Illinois. It was still a Spanish 
world veiled in the Hispanic culture of down south. From tales 
of the grandparents and my several memories of his visits, he 
was a world traveler. He took us to St. Louis, had us attend the 
Butter�eld 8 movie, starring Elizabeth Taylor on the big screen 
in her brassier. He made my sister order breakfast from the 
room service. And took us to an ear specialist for help in tam-
ing his ear infections.  Here was a man ingratiating himself in 
the Midwestern culture, “thoroughly charming,” as a great cous-
in used to say of him. And yet he returned to a micro-culture 
of the central American and northern place de�ned by Central 
America in Corona, New York.

My ability to be in the dominant culture was a grace I learned 
from him and from my grandparents. �e grandparents were 
from nowhere else but the Prairie of North America. And 
Marilyn’s grace, did I get that from her? Her images seem dead 
serious, her voice lies in grooves from a broken platter that was 
submitted to the Muny Opera in St. Louis. She had sung at her 

high school graduation, although am not sure what it was. I 
believe there is a program of her graduation in the boxes of M. 
I wonder if she knew Schubert? Or even Irving Berlin notes and 
melodies. Schumann’s Of Faraway Places vibrates my tuning 
fork soul from one of his Kinderszenen piano pieces. It speaks 
of looking over the forest through apertures to see the sun 
setting through glowing autumn maples knowing that your 
country of birth is south somewhere. Down south really. Not 
seen but known. 

My Armando father knew where to go to be with his folk. I did 
not. I knew it was for me to travel in many circles and knew 
the notion of being there was that consistency the grandparents 
taught me. Being in the moment, being within the culture. One 
Eugen Herrigel concept (from Zen and the Art of Archery) of 
loosening the arrow to its target became simply, Be where you 
are, be aware. �e place born is so speci�c. 

A telegram arrived informing my grandparents and they 
wondered if there were two boys born Armando & Jerry. I can 
con�rm those two are one. �e Armando. �e Jerry. Literally I 
was given both one formal Salvadoran name and one Ameri-
can casual. �e letters running up to my birth describe me as 
Junior; after my arrival, she describes my movements, responses, 
reactions as Junior’s. �e Armando did not last long either and 
I became my middle name for her and my grandparents. She 
let go the number II Armando. People more often in the recent 
couple of decades call me Armando and it feels comfortable, as 
if the road of discomfort from being associated or saddled with 
my Peter Pan father’s empty stage presence was a sad but faded 
disturbance of his absence.

I had sensitivity to Heather, my stepdaughter, and her absent 
father— and also to my nephew Mando (another direct mne-
monic connection to the ghostly Armando father). I thought I 
showed both some understanding, that I understood their di-
lemma of empty fathers. I continue to think of my father as a 
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zero, as a placeholder. �e irony that zero is important not in 
its emptiness but in its function of place. 0 still has importance 
in 10 or 1000. My father had some importance although not by 
his single-digit self. 

�e birthplace was a trigger for many to say a silent Ah-ha, 
and maybe followed by No wonder or Now I understand who 
you are. A very good friend for a duration was able to trans-
form a crude humor about my being a wetback. I �rst heard 
this term in the college and came to understand, yes, I am the 
legal swimmer from Central America—a northerly travel-
er via Pan Am and wealth and death and laws from Foreign 
Service bureau and the US State Department. Some people never 
asked how I got here (to America). Often the story of how I 
ended up here elicited a slight sad empathy about maternal loss 
but also a cautious elation: You are safer here than there.

My stepdaughter did ministry work in the middle of Oregon 
near a major volcanic caldera containing two lakes and was 
near a pure lava butte. �e landscape evidenced shield volca-
noes. �e caldera of the  Newberry Volcano has over 400 vents 
in the region which is the systemic set of emotional relief valves 
having produced pyroclastic �ows, domes, and a visual reminder 
of El Salvador.  She called because of part of her church work 
was running a kitchen service for immigrants/low income peo-
ple in central Oregon. She wanted to know how di¯cult was it 
for me to ‘cross’ the border to get to America. It wasn’t until my 
stepdaughter called with this query asking what trouble I had 
as an immigrant did I realize, oh, I have communicated poorly. 
She didn’t know my story. But worse was her disinterest in my 
privileged arrival and upbringing. It didn’t satisfy her being 
able to tell others about her stepfather’s absent border travails. I 
felt bizarrely used. Her ‘I can’t use your story’ in her social jus-
tice discussions was a simple vent of underground unsaid rec-
ognition of who I was. It was obvious I failed to communicate 
the who I was. ‘Would you like to know how I came here?’ ‘No, 
I have other things to do.’ It was a turning point in how she 
must have perceived me. �is was an irony, as I had grimaced 

several earlier decades in college telling my story. �is new 
episode made me wonder: was my story such a disappointment, 
that I did not have di¯culty crossing as a ‘wetback?’ Was I just 
another privileged person more white than brown? And with-
out a useful story to elevate the religious helping activity, who 
was I in her view?  My friend, who at a minimum once a year, 
identi�ed me as a wetback during our relationship over our 30s, 
40s and some of the 50s. We met me frequently at co�ee shops. 
�e co�ee shop roaster knew that I was ‘from’ El Salvador. �e 
�nca supplying the beans was from the Valdivieso estate in my 
birthplace country. �e roaster said: You should go. 

I was 52 when I got o� the plane and hit the environ of heat 
and humidity at night. My last child passport showed my 
arrival in New Orleans in 1954, aged four, almost �ve. Aged 
half a century and I am stepping on the child’s soil. �e medi-
um is the message conveyed to me: Civil war had barely ended 
a decade earlier; El Salvador had the highest murder rate per 
capita in the world and was the country of topic for Ehrlich’s 
Human Population Bomb. Coincident evidence of how lucky I 
was from these headline topics. Traveling the �rst night on this 
soil, I smelled the diesel, felt it in my eyes, and saw the fuel haze 
in distant lights. I cannot help reliving and re-writing these 
early choking acrid moments in a previous time.  Arrival to the 
updated, �ltered, and memory-hazy birthplace.

What does it take to comprehend where one is from? �e �rst 
and second visit to the co�ee plantation were night and day. 
My �rst visit was a hike to a pond in a small volcanic cone. 
Rick Valdivieso understood how ignorant I was of the war— I 
really only knew Susan Meiselas’s point of view. We hiked with 
an armed guard up to a small volcano vent and He told me late 
at night about being �own in an F-15 from Washington DC 
to San Salvador the day the peace accord was signed. His Secre-
tary of State position in El Salvador had its reciprocal wetback 
status and his handle was Gringo. 

Perhaps, I should pause and thank photography in another 
way. My life with other photographers was not who you are 
and where you are from but instead what you do, see, and 
think. �ere is an expectation that your work is exactly be-
cause you are you and your mix of experience. It is a simple 
acknowledgment and reverence for you in the frame. And 
part of this comes as a license of access. With that license 
comes a teaching of respect of others for the close personal 
distance and potential intimacy. It is a feather supported by 
each breath, uplifting some gentle communication among us 
humans. Delicate and easily broken.

But it was a closeness that both co�ee and photography 
opened a door to my birthplace. And brought me to see 
how quixotic stories abound even in a land where I expected 
mostly verbal silence. Rick and I learned a little from one 
another. I saw his patriarchy in how he treated his workers; 
I saw his brass bullet on a chain around his neck which was 
dug from his leg as he had been ambushed in the central 
city in the 1980s. He closed his eyes; I opened the camera 
shutter. It is what I do. No matter the place. It is the who 
and the why of my being. Making images provides context 
of where I have been and seen. Are you the eyes of a Gringo? 
Rick’s experience campaigning was a positive crowd cry of 
Gringo, Gringo, Gringo. He entered the US military, came 
back to El Salvador, and learned Spanish as a young adult. 
I winced repeatedly that I had never learned the language 
of my birthplace. He could see through my clothes to the 
naked ignorance of my �fty-year absence. He took me to a 
southern point where two huge Olmec egg-shape homuncu-
li were unearthed. And I was doing my own unearthing of 
my history. Mine was the short clock of less than a century; 
standing in the ground were these human archetypes some 2 
to 3000 years old. We photographers look at seconds passing 
in front of the shutter but our minds may be submerged in 
decades of hindsight. 
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Between the Day and Night,

Left: Armando Jerry and Anne Judy in El Salvador, circa 1951
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But Between the Day and Night, the choice is free to all, and Light falls equally on black and white. 
 ~ W. H. Auden

What light? What ground is this? What black is this? El Salvador is a set point for me that was unknown for many years. My pho-
tography gift was understanding the �gure and ground. Somehow, I understood from the grandparent, the sister, the stuck-in-Illinois, the 
friends and their contexts— it all pointed to the selection of light against dark or vice versa. My understanding of the world in its Pan-
glossian belief of good and evil is about context: there is no good without evil.  But the scalar measure of people is not the scale of good to 
evil but a more �oating point of presence and history and an inkling of the future which is only a guide or a unique approach to catching 
the ring on the carousel.

I got caught up in the fact that choices are at the resource of all and equivalent to light falling equally on black and white. I loved this 
idea that choices were available to all of us in some meritocracy; I loved the corollary that we had nature given tabula of choices and 
there were breakpoints which we could a¯rm or deny an action. It mimicked making images. It was profound when I saw people taking 
images of the same scene and producing unique visions. �is a¯rmed it was all the same light on earth and choices made by artists were 
the domain of decisions free to all. I applied this to everything. It was a self-actualized model to be followed.  Less the Skinnerian-clock-
work orange of mechanistic metabolism and more the human hubris, choosing good and bad in a sea of gray, black and white.
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As I have gotten older, this notion has faded. I no longer believe 
there is an equality available to all. W. H. Auden’s Ascent of F6 
pits two brothers in their social and physical ascents with moun-
taineering in the background. He works each brother’s early 
developments as chosen black and white with the family: white 
sheep, black sheep. Auden’s Light & its absence becomes nature’s 
wells of equality for each to be good or bad.  Light becomes the 
nurture aspect of the nature versus nurture paradigm.  I never un-
derstood the di�erence between my sister and myself. We were not 
Auden’s brotherly actors. My young self thought we had equal 
resources of potential, dry love, support, roof, meals, and educa-
tion. But the perceptions of those support systems were as adver-
sarial as water and granite for us. Certain perceptions seeped in, 
creating in each of us a lake of potential energy behind a wall of 
rock. And for one, the crumbling �ssures no longer supported the 
living soil of the mesa above.

So image making �ts Auden’s paradigm, But between the day and 
night, the choice is free to all, and light falls equally on black 
and white. But there are no lumens to help understand the human 
nature. I no longer believe that all resources are available to all. 
I see so many crippling anxieties among the barriers to give one 

permission to be lit by a passion toward creativity. What belief 
system should replace it then?

It is a perverse error of de�ning equality as a function of choic-
es free to all. It has not been so. I spent decades believing that 
genetics is malleable by the environs, that nature is so shaped by 
nurture. �at we are all teachable clockwork oranges. It ap-
pears that way: yes. But I think the gods of cells and the ancestor 
clouds make switches that somehow trigger permission by the 
environment to further change us. Or perhaps the synapses only 
kick up the ingredients to be haphazardly at the ready to those 
who see by will or by serendipity. �e will to make and do seems 
so special; I have some doubt that humans do this, themselves, 
without some lightning bolt. 

Playing with words gives a wonderful illusion of control or 
purpose. But the light is a unique objectivity in El Salvador. One 
sees this as the earth tilt nudging the land mass closer to the sun. 
�e light falls as though from a protractor, slicing a person with 
dark and light. �e rays often hit the head almost directly above 
and the morning evening inclinations are so pro�ling, the light 
shows how utterly speci�c the angle is to our earth from our sun. 
And at the same time, the soft wavelengths �ll in. �e speci�city 
does not confer a greater-than-thou status, but the uniqueness 
remains that we inhabitants forward-step onto the earth and 
fade-step o�.

Above: Mary Owings and Marilyn Zelada, circa 1950, 
            Background: Salvador black beach.
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Above Right: My charming father front and center with 
                      an adoring Marilyn to his left.

South Paci�c (the 1949 Broadway recording) has been in my 
ears for many years. It was a record at my grandparents’ fea-
turing Mary Martin and Ezio Pinza; I remember seeing the �lm 
version at the Time theatre in Mattoon. It was an infectious 
memorable �lm with quippy lyrics. It was exotic for an Illinois 
Sunday afternoon. White and Brown people falling in love; 
death in a faraway country beyond the farms.  “You’ve Got to 
Be Taught” was the key to my generation— rea¯rming nur-
ture-teaching can overcome prejudice. “Happy Talk” was that 
subversive role model for crossing white-brown boundaries 
on the platform of love connecting souls.  In this song, Bloody 
Mary sings her blessing for the love between soldier Joe Cable 
and her daughter Liat.  Liat pantomimes her mother’s lyrics by 
letting her �ngers do the talking. I can’t help but think that 
Marilyn was following the South Paci�c character “cock-eyed 
optimist.” I think her wanderlust must have been a preset for 
falling in love with my foreign father in St. Louis. 

�at bare thread from Broadway’s South Paci�c comes �oating 
up in my life again through Somerset Maugham’s short stories 
set far away south of the equatorial belt, speci�cally the short 
story, P. & O. Somerset creates the romance and the pathos of 
passengers from the Malaysian Paci�c. Sad, interrupted lives 
from greed, fallen states of damaged grace, ill designed pairs, a 
death curse, poor consequences from weak self-reliance— on it 
goes in Maugham’s Southern Paci�c tales. Underneath is still 
the notion that the writer sees all and there may be a god of 
comforting vision to confer sadness where it should be appro-
priate, not just the dry descriptions of events for damaged hu-
mans. His stories are modern 1920s and 30s. �ey are the heart 
murmurs of darkness on ocean shipping lines toward Malaysia. 

 I loved discovering the scurried writing of Marilyn talking 
about the day, the tricycle, the breeze, the “Happy Talk” lyr-
ics. All of it is a parallel drive instilled in me to document my 

surroundings. She tried to write the daily diary to her parents. 
I see these observations as written snapshots. And the fact that, 
yes, I have played records, tapes, cds, and computer �les of Juan-
ita Hall’s Bloody Mary singing Happy Talk on long car trips, 
background to cleaning the house, and on an occasional sun-
ny day over the past 40 years. Reading Marilyn’s account that 
this song was a ‘track’ laid down in my mind in the 1950s is a 

surprise. I �nd knowing this long arc of continuity from 1950 
to 2020 more comfort than surprise. Would she have told me 
in my teens, oh, you used to sing this in El Salvador. Would we 
have created a piece of cinema duet with each of us laughing 
at our mimic of Bloody Mary and Liat’s happy talking �n-
gers?  I only have recognized comfort as a byproduct of back-
ward looking surprise. It is a pleasant refute to not knowing 
you don’t know but this requires a passage of time. �e re-
frain, How ya gonna have a dream come true, is the prelude to 
‘Give yourself permission to make art.’ Or simply: make choic-
es, make decisions, make and do. 

The Maugham stories sit in my mind from the late 1970s. 
�ey captivated me in wanting to travel and meet these hu-
mans in close con�nes without land visible. It was a 20-year-
old’s exotica. Marilyn’s exotica and mine feel akin in the 
context of the security of the horizon line of Illinois land-
scape. �at line across any direction left and right and the 
ability to see left and right gives a security without distant 
obstructions. You can see it. Car, wind, tornado, snow, sunset, 
airplanes dropping bombs...are visible in most parts of the 
prairie in that one is secure from less visible and threatening 
landslides, �oods. �ese are the outliers that I think Marilyn 
and I belonged.  A framework that we could seek from a place. 
Outward bound. She spent a year in an Indiana college and 
withdrew with failing marks. She then entered the St. Louis 
College of Pharmacy in Missouri and met Armando from El 
Salvador. �at fragrance of a Central American man I imag-
ine was pheromone & accelerant. And reading that Marilyn’s 
July 1951 quick-jotted handwriting con�rmed for her perhaps 

that I indeed copied her DNA rhythm by singing two lines of 
“Happy Talk” lyrics. 

And she was outward bound following some shipping lane. She 
performed poorly academically, got pregnant with my sister, 
and dropped out. As soon as her husband (my father) �nished, 
they moved to El Salvador. It was no longer Folgers’s co�ee.



Above: Cardinal Francesco Saverio de Zelada 1717-1801

Black was a catalyst for my arrival in El Salvador after many 
decades of avoidance, hesitant emotions, & blindered vision. Black 
co�ee absorbing all the light all along the longitude of Illinois to El 
Salvador.

Co�ee arrived from Ethiopia near the early 1500s in Yemen. It was 
two-hundred-plus years later that a French document shows import-
ed co�ee drinks made in France. �e earliest Spanish arrivals must 
been near the middle of the 1600s.

Cardinal Francesco Savario de Zelada was born at the turn of the 
1700s. In 1718 the Dutch took one of these o�spring plants to Dutch 
Guyana (Suriname), in the Caribbean. In the 1720s, the French 
introduced descendants from their plant to Martinique. In the fol-
lowing decades, the progeny of these two introductions were prop-
agated and circulated across the tropical Americas. I think of them 
intertwined. �e Cardinal used the Zelada crest to make an Ex Libris 
applique inside his large book collection.

One wonders if the Cardinal’s lips met co�ee since he was 
famous for bringing some peace between France and the papal 
world. As Mikey the Oregon roaster in 2001 once said, “You 
must have co�ee in your blood but you don’t quite look Salva-
doran.” Apparently my family arrived in El Salvador about 4 
to 5 generations ago, mid or late 1800s. Did they mix with the 
indigenous tribes? I wonder. Physically, I darken well without 
burning frequently. �e tan of the brown boy stays but it was 
not enough to have many ask where I got the tan, except in 
mid-July or August. Fifty years after being escorted to Illinois 
as a �ve-year-old I was back to my birthplace in 2002. Within 
one year of that �rst visit I was back again. �is visit was more 
intimate with the co�ee lands, the understory crop harmoniz-
ing with larger wind-blocking trees and producing fruit origi-
nally called Borbon.

�e �nca (estate) I was visiting was planting a majority of the 
Pacamara bean in ground 1600+ meters high. �e Borbon is 
small; the Pacamara is a large cherry. �e Borbon is a smooth, 
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old varietal; the Pacamara bean is a younger 1950 creation 
from El Salvador Institute for Co�ee Research. �is parallels 
Oregon’s development of the fruit marionberry also in the mid-
20th century by Oregon State University.

My childhood dentist gave us mercury to coat dimes and 
make them oh so shiny. He also made me less and more. 
Less Salvadoran and less like my father with his front tooth 
gap. Diastema. It was a “More Like Us” socialization by den-
tal design. As the gods determined, however, I bicycled into 

my grandfather’s Lincoln in the driveway – I was admiring 
my ability to install a basket on the front of the bike – and 
chipped both teeth. I wore silver front tooth caps from fourth 
grade until later high school. Once my teeth were more adult, I 
received color matched front teeth with no gap. A small erasure: 
a kind of cultural appropriation. No seething rage on my part, 
just resentment for choices made by others in my 40s, some 25 
years later. My father’s diastema was rather beautiful. Mine 
absent, closed.
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Arriving in El Salvador a second time in two years, I was in 
the �elds, in the plantations, following the berry to bean. My 
sense of voyeur engaged the possibility. I remembered a child’s 
view of co�ee plants in the backyard growing up in San Sal-
vador. �e branches were low enough for me to pick the leaves. 
Even though Marilyn did not sell co�ee, the �nances of selling 
co�ee surfaced in her letters.
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Rick Valdivieso’s grandfather purchased the land & named the estate 
for his wife, Leticia. �e bag carting the Valdievso Estate beans from 
El Salvador to Oregon which Mikey, the local barista/roaster, gave 
me, shows the Olmec egg sculptures. �ese granite sculptures were 
unearthed beneath the co�ee plants and were dated from between 500 
BCE to 100 CE.  
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Fate’s Place, buried and living

Left: Marilyn’s funeral procession, circa August 1951
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Traveling a short distance into adjacent El Salvadoran-Hondu-
ran land, you come to the artistic center of a past Mayan tem-
ple: Copan.  Honduras is the northeastern corner of El Salvador 
ancestry. It is across today’s border of 200-year-old countries. 

It is a continuous corridor of Mayan travelers north and south 
and east and west. Copan is an ancient city of artisans unpar-
alleled within the isthmus. Land and buried objects know no 
fence of state perimeter.
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No Talking, by the Forsythia

Left: Judy and the forsythia bush in 1961.

No one ever said to me you look out of place. But I think 
my sister Judy always felt out of place. When I looked at our 
father’s face on 1990s trips to Europe with his last wife, I saw 

my sister and not me. When I look at Marilyn our mother, I see 
me. Charmer was the description given to Armando, my father. 
No one ever called our mother anything. And no one wanted 
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to talk about her. In fact, Judy by the Forsythia is homage to the 
place where my sister shushed me not to ask questions. 

�e questioner was only a �rst grader or maybe younger. �e 
yellow bush is forever the background to ‘don’t ask about our 
mother, you don’t want to know what might happen to you.’ I 
didn’t know what to do then, and little do I know what to do 
now when the depth of concern is so personal, and the walls and 
moats preventing communication are slowly fading as my sister 
and I grow older. Unable to be conversant with things past. 

A similar trigger occurred with my stepdaughter at a co�ee 
shop meeting after multiple months of poor communication. We 
sat in the sun; I was expectant to talk about why I had thoughts 
of her that provoked avoidance in our communication. She sim-
ply said, I don’t want to talk about anything in the past as 
the arrival sentence.  It caught me by surprise. �e closed door. I 
learned not to force talk on others. I just stop and feel that gulf 
in staring at my sister in front of the forsythia saying No, no, 
no. And sadly forward, to a new generation saying to me, “I have 
nothing more to talk about.” No, no, no.

I saw this cessation in patients. I know this common occurrence 
in many interactions. �ere is a readiness among us all about 
what we/they wish to hear, how we/ they wish to hear, and 
when we/they can hear. I respect this process. But with people 
once so close, I �nd little tolerance from me. �is sad mistrust of a 
conversation ending point blank, the provocation is a new intol-
erance.

The face reveals so much. I know these brows, cheeks, eyelid 
muscles cues when people are shutting down into their realm of 
exclusion. Even photographically, as well as professionally, faces 
have dominated my wish for some social direct connection. �is 
is hard-wired into most humans. Stone faces of Salvador, Meso-
america, and Honduras tell us who we are from. I believe I am 
from the womb of my mother Marilyn. I do wonder about the 
womb lineage of the Zeladas and Avilas. Less about enslaved 
consorts and more about passions of previous generations. Was 
there intermingling of indigenous persons with the European 
ancestry?  Is my curiosity an unanswered question of mistrust?

�e Olmec faces in stone stare at us across the centuries, silent, 
unresponsive no di�erent than my stepdaughter refusing to 
reveal the internal dialogue stopping at her closed doors of per-
ceptions. But they speak to us in muscle tensions, eyes focused at 
in�nity distances instead of us near to them, and slowly produce 
grim mouth tension silences.

�is transports me to earlier in my life, facing tears and few 
words as well. My early twenties were when I came to un-
derstand others and my possible place in the world. I had my 
initial sad experiences of starting to talk of my tender child-
hood. �e long arrival to awareness at how I compensated my 
emotions was way down the road, decades to come. �e �oating 
self-knowledge of grief was simply my boat was just lower in 
the water.

My youth was a time of assuming new life skills. Truly be-
ing here immediately, ready to snap a shutter, was my learned 
method. Lao Tzu and Buddhism taught me a manner of coping 
with grief by surrendering to the momentum, to live in the now. 
Eugen Herrigel reinforced that expectations can kill observation 
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especially when applied to photographic arts although he was focused on learning 
archery. I found this comforting when trying to see or to photograph: dampen your 
expectations. See what is there. In a manner, with myself, it was also trying to �g-
ure out who was I to become me now? So even though I sequestered some grief, some 
abandonment, some orphan labels, I was able to move along. Perhaps this is also 
a form of saying No, no, no to me. However, as I see photographs from days past, 
I have come to realize, I am often saying Yes I see this image  or Yes, I didn’t know 
what I know now. A new hindsight.
�ere was a circular beckoning of my mother’s photographs/letters and my visits 
to El Salvador. �e more visits to the birthplace, the more I looked at her surviving 
images/words. One of the lovely experiences of photographing in El Salvador was 
my return to a less verbal state. It is not a stutter of expression between speaking in 
a lifetime of dreaming, talking, thinking in English and speaking my 25 words of 
Spanish. It is however, the heightened visual state of the seer not the talker. It is a 

childlike small Spanish vocabu-
lary view of El Salvador here. I 
loved the acute visual dominance 
of how to learn the sensual Sal-
vador.

I had X-rays every six months 
for several years after arriving 
full time in Illinois in the ear-
ly 1950s. I was told that I had 
tuberculosis as a two-year-old. 
No letters mention this. Tine tests 
revealed positive results. And a 
physician, curious, did X-rays in 
the 1980s said she might wonder 
if the scarring were more similar 
to a histoplasmosis infection. Is 
this a child language of the 1950s 
versus the later 40-year metaphor 
of illness— or just the evolution 
of radiologists?

Top: Armando Zelada with his �rst children, Jerry and Judy. 1962
Bottom: Clyde & Mary Owings with Marilyn’s kids, Jerry & Judy. 1956; background Salvador black beach

My sister says she is mistaken for Black. Her daughter was 
surprised that Caucasian was listed as the race of my father. 
My sister is dark. She has shrunk over decades and looks like 
my father. I have the gravitas of my mother. �e eyes have it. 
For both of us. My sister lost her teeth in her twenties. Sigh-be-
nign neglect?

“You must have been somewhere, you are so brown.” I genu-
�ect the wristwatch band to show my whiter skin. It is a re�ex 
learned early on in Illinois growing up and trying to �t in. It is 
so buried – this neural pathway – it doesn’t even feel accom-
modating to me that I need to pass for less brown. My color is a 
yellow-magenta and splash of green to tame the magenta. �e 
evening light makes a comfortable western dirty lighter clay 
glow in the sun. Northwest America welcomed me in my color 
with its greater diversity. And no di�erent than the expansion 
of the colonial empire, it brought many from other places. De-
spite conveniences of exclusion and bigger redlining, the North-
west was the last frontier to escape towards. It is one of the last 
physical places that Americans can reinvent themselves.

My �rst vision of miscegenation was in San Francisco at 
the age of 9. I saw a Black man and a Chinese woman holding 
hands on the streetcar. I had no idea that people of di�erent 
colors could live hand-in-hand. �at was the West Coast to me 
as a child from Illinois. A diversion of this story was a surprise 
thought after my grandfather’s death in meeting Leota, his 
drugstore counter person at his funeral in the late 1970s. He 
employed her in his small-town Mattoon drugstore; she was a 
wonderful woman who wore a fedora, long Lauren Bacall pant 
suits (as I remembered images in my 1950 mind’s room of her at 
his funeral), and a lifelong lesbian. Despite facing people of dif-
ferent colors with his acceptance, tolerance, horror of the loss of 

Marilyn, and racial restriction responses to his granddaughter, 
he set the stage of an inclusion outlook. And the surprise was 
how silent and un-discussed this ever was. Just acceptance.

Receiving Salvador colors. �e spectrum shows in the land and 
architecture. When you land in the verdant rumpled-carpet 
topography and uplifted volcanic cones, the colors seem only 
green adjacencies. But once on the street or in the volcano or 
up close to people, the light skates in and illuminates a full 
wavelength presence �e skin re�ects this generosity of the 
sun to produce so many colored textures of a glowing popula-
tion.
Rejecting Illinois colors. “I don’t want anyone darker than me 
in this house.” I had never heard that. Judy said this to me at 
her age of 72. Our grandfather said it to her in the kitchen, 
telling her and my grandmother when her college-age self-
had invited a number of international students over to the 
house. Meaning our grandparents’ house. And my grandfa-
ther, who worked beside Leota for all those years, was at some 
point on the other side of intolerance. �e kitchen has stairs 
up to the second �oor and across a small landing to stairs 
down to the front door. He stood on the stairs pronouncing 
this edict. Judy said she was shocked. I think she was dating 
someone from Iran at the time. Someone wonderful and de�-
nitely dark, from outside the insular Illinois landscape. No 
doubt my grandfather was predicting another life-threatening 
potential after our father from El Salvador whisked away our 
mother, and he had to see his daughter buried in some foreign 
earth.

Traveling is a silent way. I found I didn’t completely enjoy 
traveling with others. Especially when they spoke Spanish.
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I didn’t realize how childlike it was to travel without a lan-
guage of the place. Infantile perhaps. Toddler-like. I loved just 
looking; I loved just seeing people’s facial muscles move wispily 
to indicate what I needed to pay attention to. I often felt that 
when I was reaching for descriptive words, the voice disabled 
my mind’s eye. A distraction in a way that I really didn’t notice 
until later, after several visits. It was not refusal of company. 
But it’s a singular process where I am not processing what I see 
verbally. I just look, press the button; or miss the scene and go 
on. It is a realization of the mind as well as a turning o� of the 
word streams. 
I don’t really think in English when I photograph; I never real-
ly have. Perhaps the acquisition was just stunted by the alter-
nate familial places of English-Spanish.  From zero to �ve years 
old I was bounced between Illinois and El Salvador. At age �ve, 
the cessation of Spanish must have been an odd sequestering for 
my mind. Another, closed door— now you can’t go there. For 
me it was not the shouting of my grandfather to refuse people 
as it was for my sister and her European student friends. It was 
not a direct unwelcoming but an atrophy of disuse.

When I came to Illinois, there was no one to sing in Spanish 
if Marilyn ever did; there was no one to admonish, to smother 
a love or a�ection in some caring manner. In a way just the 
Illinois prairie version of �at’s the way it is. Your mother 
died. You are here now. Do what you can little brown boy. Do 
the best you can. We are here to help. Don’t strain yourself. My 
grandmother’s mantra was Don’t risk this safe world like your 
mother did.
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Left: Marilyn, binoculars in hand on an El Salvadoran road, circa 1950.  I met Marilyn’s El Salvadoran friend Vi Carmona in 
Washington DC during the 1973 USA gas shortage.  She said Marilyn went to the market by herself with a machete in hand..

Down to the Market
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Return to the Senses

Left: image by Marilyn, circa 1950 
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Memories bound by normal daily activities and my 
own perceptual defenses of the past were unleashed during 
my �rst visit in 2002. I was taken by the hotel proprietor 
to the old airport of San Salvador it had become a mu-
seum of the military. Gear, tanks, planes, uniforms. �e 
museum is housed in the original aeroporto that once 
greeted me and my grandparents and my mother as we all 
stepped on Salvadoran soil for the �rst and last times. My 
last leaving was in 1954.

In 2002 I walked in and saw the marble staircase widen-
ing its step’s width swirled down to the ground level.  It 
was a grand staircase. Outside there was another mov-
able staircase to the Pam Am plane. And my mind-body 

�ushed a mental image rush of me jumping from the steps 
on to the granite compass points at the bottom of those 
marble steps. I was gripped by a body block from this 
memory. I completely recalled jumping from the classic 
black and white cardinal points of N, E, S, and W of the 
compass on the �oor. I did it over and over. I remembered 
wanting to slide down the alabaster railings, but my adult 
self in 2002 knew that I never would have been allowed to 
do that here. It was a large window to the past. Again, my 
father and I were bookends. His last wife said that when 
was in the hospital—dying—he always wanted to know 
where North was. He was the Northward; I was the Down 
Southward.
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Searching is the impulse of travel. I had addresses. Home. 
Pharmacy of Armando and then Marilyn’s grave, too. Street 
walking in central San Salvador, asking Where is this address? 

Where was that familiar building where I played and peeked 
through the roof balustrades and tricycled the rooftop designs 
chasing the neighbor governor’s kid?  From our courtyard, the 
neighbors peering at us.

Letter from Marilyn’s Mother Mary Owings, July 16, 1949. Above Right: Button from Rodriguez & Zelada Farmacia Americana
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Bottom images: 1950’s architectural style

“The place is a spot on the globe, the non-abstract as in 
oh, I lived here.” I want to see myself in front of the door-
way and think about the scale of a 4-year-old compared 
to a 6+ decades-later-being both standing in the same 
doorway. Is there a buried layer memory waiting to jump 
from the more silent portion of the mind to make a gestalt 
over time? Or is it that the old address is just old. �e San 
Salvadorian streets were renamed in the 1950s; I found 
buildings of mid-1900s still in colonial architecture style 
side-by-side non-descript 1970 gray replacements. 

�ere is a simple question: Marilyn in these letters ap-
pears a dutiful reporter to her parents about her sense of 
�scal failures, and how her inept husband managed his 
pharmacy. My grandmother, Marilyn’s mother, seems a 
no-nonsense, compassionate, protective mother for her 
child in El Salvador. My query is a simple: what advice 
would she have shared with my sister and me. If Mari-
lyn had a long expatriate life in El Salvador, would her 
pendulum have swung conservative? Would her simple 
assessment of people and food be supportive for my trav-

els, experiences, sojourns to other lands? Would she have wondered 
what and why these scenes were printed on these pages?
Would she simply think, You present such a wandering view. You 
don’t focus on the devastation from the Civil War. 

Is that being honest? You live in the clouds disconnected from all 
the pain and su�ering. Do I really know you from these images? 
Do I know the El Salvador that you think you know?”

Letter from Marilyn to her parents, July 20, 1949
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Above: Flyer for the Rodriguez-Zelada Pharmacy, annotated by MarilynLetter from Marilyn to her parents, March 3, 1950

My sunset question after 70 years: did Marilyn color my   
vision or did listen to her angel’s sentences on my shoulder 
whispering me to look certain directions?  My response lies 
only in my habitual desire for the quiet visual closeness, 
a voiceless Spanish vocabulary, and my responsive love in 
seeing this land & people. �is vision is without ears. It is 
a pause for late Paci�c shore and setting sun light places, 
thoughts, and times. In a manner, it follows my own esper-
anza for being honest.



The ghosts were piñatas near where my life started.

�e streets of Salvador are �lled with Papier-mâché reproduc-
tions of superheroes but also real human forms. �e power to 
make our image is akin to the stone faces x-raying the dead 
�esh of our ancestors’ centuries.
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207
Left: last letter from Marilyn August 16. 1951 Above: Letter from Armando on the day before Marilyn’s death August 16, 1951
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Cemeterio de Los Ilustres, San Salvador, El Salvador

�ose who don’t know they don’t know.  I had thought for many decades that Marilyn’s mother Mary, was missing at the funeral. 
But on very close inspection, she was there. Top: Armando at left co¯n procession; Middle image pair: set up. 

Bottom image: Clyde holding Judy at right hand of co¯n; to his left, Mary Owings is mostly hidden 
Image enlargement shows her visible characteristic button earring at the right.
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Appendix

Grandparents on the way home, north to Illinois from El Salvador 
  ~2 months before the funeral of Marilyn Owings Zelada.



Timeline 
Arrivals in Illinois from El Salvador

Due South



This selective volume is not an emotional encyclopedia 
about my own interior nor is it an objective view of  imag-
es under the Salvadoran sun.

I traveled in all areas of El Salvador by bicycle, car, and 
bus. El Salvador is largely a subsistence economy with a 
layer of colonialist large corporations and emerging middle 
economic & educational class. Family businesses are the 
ones I sought out. I did not have a guide directly to travel to 
places. 

�e bus transportation is the best in the world in terms of 
service. Buses are privately held. �ey are frequent, and will 
sometimes stop for the convenience of the rider. �e routes 
are often not intuitive nor a circular or cardinal compass 
orientation (e.g. east-west). Cross country buses come in 
di�erent �avors, some school bus like, some comfy air con-
ditioned coach with television MTV or Novellas. 

My companion, Martine Richardson Sacks, spoke Span-
ish and verbally interacted with many people along our 
trips. I found it comfortable to travel alone every where I 
did. I did not seek out gang territories in San Salvador. As 
a traveler, one knows where most threats exist. I was more 
the traveler than journalist.  I listened to rural people who 
warned me not to go alone a few times. I met people who 
were oppressed by others but still not ready to caravan 
North. I met people who were intending on birthing chil-
dren in the US. I met people who were living day to day. 
And as seen, I met the upper middle class who survived 
the civil war on both sides of the con�ict. All these people 

Cabeza, Corazón y Ojos

in the photographs were friendly in such a welcoming 
way as well as all the many people who are not visual-
ized within this volume. When I am in the US I �nd it 
heartbreaking to hear the generalized smear association 
that El Salvadorans are caravaning North & composed 
of rapists, killers, and drug dealers. �is manufactured 
detritus falls without substance in the 2020s. When one 
sees images by Susan Meiselas & Larry Towell of the 
1980-90s Civil War, or �iego Dezan images of 2020 
prisons, all showing the real emotions from violence of 
people against people they speak directly to our hearts 
and souls.

Their composition is more inclusive of humans escap-
ing near by violence, personal and incidental life threats 
close at hand. �ese �eeing people are truly many but 
not the majority of citizens. Given my travels, I do not 
�nd those who intend on border crossing the represen-
tative within the bell curve of El Salvador. While in one 
village we awoke to the news of a found radio person-
ality dead at the bottom of a nearby well with throat 
garroted and �nger nails pulled out. His views were not 
tolerated. I saw blanket covered bodies along side the 
road often dead due to alcohol and car driver killing 
pedestrian events at night. Per capita, one sees the high 
ratio of murders per 100,000 in El Salvador...but then 
again Baltimore is only half that rate. Given that 39,773 
the number of Americans were killed by people using 
guns in 2017 or the 52 bicycle/pedestrians deaths in 
Oregon during 2019 by vehicle drivers, I wonder if the 
di�erence of risk comparing the two countries is really 
signi�cant. 



My satori was at ease in this beautiful place of birth.

Heartfelt, soul felt, �ank you to my lovely Martine.

Primary Genealogy
Clyde Norvell Owings and Mary Henley gave birth to two daughters, Marilyn and Louise.
Marilyn Owings (father Armando Zelada) gave birth to Armando Jerry and Anne Judy.

Image Making
All black & white photos were made by Marilyn Owings Zelada or persons known to her. All letters were written by Mar-
ilyn, Mary Henley Owings, or Armando Zelada Avila. Letters were in possession of Mary Owings and received by me in 
1979 upon the death of her husband, Clyde Owings.

All the images in color were made by a digital Nikon camera (990) and Leica M4 �lm and Leica M digital cameras. �ese 
images were made on trips during 2002, 2003, 2009, 2017 and 2019 Most images were made with a 28 mm lens and a few 
90mm angle of view. Raw images were primarily attenuated with Adobe Photoshop.

Image Annotations
M Beside Herself (pg. 25) from http://www.zelada.com/minabox/index.html and book entitled M in a Box
Lava Butte (pg 37) from http://www.zelada.com/perceptual/
Judy Among the Forsythia (pg. 116) from http://www.72km.org/judyz/ 
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Marilyn holding Z in Mattoon, IL 1950; Background: El Tunco El Salvador 2019



End Paper
1954 Epilogue
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Armando Jerry Zelada arrived in the US, specifically
Mattoon, Illinois on June 9, 1954 and returned to El Salvador in December 2002.




